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southwest of Hobart, Oklahoma. These mountains were known as the End Mountains,
because they were the westernmost mountains of the Wichita mountain range.
southwest Oklahoma.
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Firing the fatal shot that killed Tia ah lciah was a Lieutenant Hudson of the
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Fourth Cavalry. One of the sta«nge incident of this was that Lieutenant Hudson
died of an accidental bulletf shot wound on the same day thatTia ah kiah was killed. Lieutenant Hudson w$s kille4 later in the day,—when this Fourth Cavalry returned
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back to their camp.
U F E STORY OF LONE WOLF:
The following account tells something of the life story of Chief Lone Wolf,
who was the last recognized chief of the Kiowa Indians, and the one who lived in
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Hobart, Oklahoma. The following was given by the great grandson Bruce Lone Wolfr
Chief Lone Wolf, who was not real ted to the original chief by that name, died'
in 1924 Jand is buried in the Indian cemetery sout h of Hobart. The name chief in
the Indian tribe means the highest rank held by an individual, which means president, leader, or general.
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Chief Lone Wolf was a member of the Kiowa Indian tribe, commonly known as the
Plains Indians.

His birthday and place are unknown to the Kiowa tribe, as they

went from one place to another, due to the treaties made with the United States
government, and then revised. This placed them in one place, and then*they were*
\
forced to move to another. Also the names of the month were unkn«n to them, as
well as the year. Only way they can tell was by seasons of winter, spring, f a l l ^ X
and summer.
Chief Lone Wolf's boyhood was that of an ordinary Indian boy; living outdoors
in tent, or tipi, and klaying with other boys of his a age. At an early age, he
learned to ride horses and handle bows and arrows, also in hunting game, large
and small.
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As he grew older, he had to join some organization in existence in the tribe
at that time. The purpose of these organizations was to teach the growing /
boys the duties of soldiering, as well as the social life of the tribe. Oh, and I
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t add at this point that when Maoaedaty w*i bequeathed the name of Lone Wolf,
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